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Adventure Tourism SA Personiﬁed
Q&A with Mike Rumble from Mother City SkyDiving
When we told you about the awards
ceremony taking place at the Radisson
Red in the V&A Waterfront, you wanted
your team to arrive from the sky and
land on the roof to receive your award.
Just how accurate can you be and how
do you do it, land exactly where you
want to?
It is like parking a car. You pick a place,
eyeball it, put yourself in the right place, pick
your moment, take the gap and boom there
you are, parked! You must be conﬁdent when
you make that last turn. There is a bit of play
in the last bit of parachute ﬂight, but there
aint no go-around option at that point in
time…

Mike Rumble
“It was impossible to mention adventure
tourism in South Africa without hearing the
name Mike Rumble being mentioned.” says
James Byrne (co-director of the ITFFA).
When ITFFA launched towards the end of
2019 one of the more colourful individuals
we came across was Mike Rumble, founder
and Drop Zone Operator of Mother City
SkyDiving in Cape Town. Their video
submission “Let’s Jump out of a Plane…”
won ﬁrst place in the category sport &
adventure tourism (https://vimeo.com/376638027).
Firstly, congratulations on the win for
Mother City SkyDiving - Cape Town.
Thanks for dropping in!
“Thanks James. Skydiving never fails to
generate lots of exciting and visually pleasing
moments. The unﬁltered sunlight, the action
and big smiles happening above the clouds all
make it a videographer dream up there. It is
all about getting that excitement across in the
edit that keeps people watching in awe
wanting more. If you have not jumped it
should make you want to jump, if you have
jumped before it should make you want to
jump again.”
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The faster you go the easier it is. Speed gives
you the control you need. It is deﬁnitely a bit
of a mind game. The body goes where the
mind focusses. A kind of landing area
obsession sets in.
What are some of the more challenging
jumps you have made?
The most challenging jumps tend to be those
in built up areas into tight spots. Especially
those in inner city areas like downtown
Johannesburg, in between buildings and over
cars, where there are only one or two lines
to ﬂy on landing, with no alternative landing
areas or outs. Then add loud music,
thousands of excited people running around,
changing wind speed and direction and a last
bit of turbulence as you come over the fence!
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Adventure Tourism SA Personiﬁed
Q&A with Mike Rumble from Mother City SkyDiving (continued)
Champagne to my body and landing it on the
ﬁnish line at the Sun Met, landing a huge ﬂag
in the ﬁnish column of the Cape Epic,
jumping with pyrotechnics strapped to my
foot and into a packed stadium to deliver the
ceremonial South African ﬂag close to
midnight on New Year’s eve… The list goes
on.

One that stands out was landing in Melrose
Arch Square. We got out low over the M1
highway, had to come over powerlines,
through buildings, around a corner, between
more buildings and land between tables and
chairs where people were enjoying their
lunch. Into Sun City’s Valley of Waves is
always fun. The wave pool used to get so
packed we had to land in a tiny spot between
the beach and the water. We landed on the
roof of the Coca-Cola Dome in Johannesburg
as well. Three times!
The jumps that stand out to me though are
those that were for a greater purpose that
made a difference, like delivering a soccer
ball into a community football pitch we
upgraded next to the Ghonerageau in
Zimbabwe whilst on expedition with
National Geographic Explorer Kingsley
Holgate in the run up to the 2010 World
Cup.

Mike, you have been skydiving around
the world for more than 20 years, where
have you jumped and what are some of
your most memorable jumps?

Or when we have been privileged to jump
somewhere super remote and visually
spectacular like over Sossusvlei in Namibia,
or into Afrika Burn in the Karoo.

I have jumped in 14 countries from the Arctic
Circle in the north of Finland to the
geographical southernmost tip of Africa.
Most of the super cool high-proﬁle jumps I’ve
done have been here in South Africa, things
like delivering a handwritten message from
Archbishop Desmond Tutu into the Castle of
Good Hope, strapping a jeroboam of
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Adventure Tourism SA Personiﬁed
Q&A with Mike Rumble from Mother City SkyDiving
And what about aircraft, what are your
favourite aircraft to jump from?
I love the simplicity and ‘in the elements’ of
hot air balloons. But then I also love big
aircraft with a tail exit you can run out the
back of.

Normally we open the airshow and get access
to novelty aircraft to jump all day. My record
at a weekend Flyin is 11 jumps out of 7
different aircraft. Helicopters are by far the
coolest. I can be picked up from my house,
ﬂown overhead at an event, jump out, have
breakfast, ﬂy home, jump back in and have
lunch like nothing happened.

For more information contact Mike Rumble:
Mike@SkyDiving.co.za
www.MotherCitySkyDiving.co.za
#MotherCitySkyDiving
@MotherCitySkyDiving
Your drop zone has an incredible
reputation. What’s your secret to success
in the world of adventure tourism?
The drop zone is blessed with the most
incredible team. We are all living the dream.
The passion that we have for the sky and
human body ﬂight can really be felt by those
who come for their ﬁrst taste of the big blue
playground with us. It’s our role in life, to truly
ﬂy and to inspire the dream of ﬂight in others.
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